
Caddy Clean  
scrubbing machine



To place an order, ask for a sample, 
request a  quote or arrange a demo 
please call 01457 819400. 
email info@robert-scott.co.uk. 
or visit robert-scott.co.uk.

Difficult jobs made easy with the Caddy Clean  
scrubbing machine
Caddy Clean is a versatile, lightweight 
scrubbing machine which can be used on 
almost any surface, making it a popular 
choice with professionals. Battery operated 
and compact, it is perfect for cleaning smaller 
or hard to reach areas where bulky mains-
operated machines can’t fit. 

Its 1.7 litre solution tank (sold separately) 
and trigger delivers fluid straight to the 
scrubbing heads, which includes soft 
microfibre or abrasive pads and bristle heads 
for tough scrubbing, cleaning and polishing. 
The telescopic handle reduces bending and 
stretching, and the handheld attachment 
can be used on its own for scrubbing on 
bathroom or kitchen surfaces.

Pads and brushes are easily attached and the 
heavy-duty battery, which fits onto a belt, 
gives up to 2½ hours cleaning time.  Caddy 
Clean is suitable for use just about anywhere, 
with no need to carry multiple tools for 
different areas. Abrasive pads come in seven 
colours.

User instructions 
Use the abrasive scrub pad for tackling 
tough dirt and grime leaving shiny polished 
surfaces, and the microfibre pad to pick up 
dust, dirt and to buff tiled surfaces for a 
polished finish.

Washing, care & maintenance
Solution tank can be removed for rinsing 
or cleaning, brush heads and pads can 
be washed in warm water with ordinary 
detergent.

Types of surfaces
Wood and stone floors, tiling, enamel 
surfaces and stainless steel.

Related products
Abrasive pads. Standard brush. Microfibre 
pads. Wet floor sign. Hi-absorb microfibre 
cloth.

Key features & benefits

• Versatile - suitable for use in a wide range  
   of tasks from scrubbing to light polishing.
• Telescopic - reaches up to 6’ 10” to reach  
   high and low cleaning areas.
• Safer - no need for trailing mains wires.
• Lightweight - easy to carry and reduces  
   strain during use.

What's in the kit?
The kit includes the scrubbing machine, 
handheld attachment, 12v battery, charger 
and belt clip, two pad holders, two abrasive 
and soft pads, two standard and light brushes 
(solution tank sold separately).

The handheld kit includes the scrubbing 
machine, handheld attachment, 12v battery, 
charger and belt clip, two pad holders, two 
abrasive and soft pads, two standard and 
light brushes. 

Light-
weight

Code Product Weight Case Qty

104235 Caddy Clean scrubbing kit 3500g 1x1

100482 Caddy Clean handheld kit 1080g 1x1

TelescopicAbrasive High  
performance


